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RBSVS/CRAC "B" Side Initiation During I & C Surveillance
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On February 8, 1986 at 0801, a Control Roorn Air Conditioning
Sys. tem / Reactor Building Standby Ventilation System (CRAC/RBSVS)
"B" side initiation, along with a partial Nuclear Steam Suoply
Shutoff System (NSSSS) isolatton occurred during the per f nernance

of an Instrument and Controls (IAC) surveillance procedure, due
to a procedural deficiency. Mornent s later, due to a Reactor
Building low differential pressure, a CRAC/RBSVS "A" side
initiation occurred. The plant was in Operational Condition 5
with the mode switch in Shutdown for an outage and all rods
inserted in the core. The I&C technician, performing a steo in
Station Procedure SP44.621.05 (RPS-Reactor Vessel Water Level Low
Response Time Test), lifted a lead from the input side (power
supply) of a fuse (F-20), which momentarily interrupted power to
another fuse in the circuit (F-22). The loss of power to this
second fuse resulted in the CRAC/RBSVS "D" side initiation, the
isolation o'f the RBNVS, and the isolation of some Main Steam Line
Dra2n Valves and Residual Heat Removal sample line valves. This
caused Reactor Building differential pressure to decrease enough
to initiate CRAC/RBSVS "A" side. Upon recei p t; of these signals
in the Control Room, the operators took the steps reauired to
reset the NSSSS logic, clear the RBSVS/CRAC initiation signal and
restart the RBNVS. To prevent recurrence, the surveillance
procedure will be revised to add caution statements to preclude
this incident from recurring.
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On February 8, l'386 at 0801, a Control Room Air Conditioning
System / Reactor Building Standby Ventilation System (CRAC/RDSVS)
"B" side initiation, along with a partial Nuclear Steam Supply'

Shutoff System (NSSSS) isolation occurred during the performence.

of an Instrument and Controls (I&C) surveillance procedure, due
to a procedural deficiency. Moments later, due to a Reactor
Building low differential pressure, a CRAC/RBSVS "A" side
initiation occurred. The plant was in Operational Condition 5
with the mode switch in Shutdown for an outage and all rods )
inserted in the core.

An IRC technician was performing a Response Time Test of the
RpS-Reactor Vessel Water Level Low under Station procedure

44.621.05 to satisfy Technical Specification req u i rement s.

Various components affected by the RpV Level transmitters are
tested in this procedure. Per the procedure, the installation of
jumpers was reouired to orevent components from a ut omat ically i
starting due to low RpV level. The technician was recuired by
Step 8.101. 6 of the crocedure to connect a recorder channel to
fuse 1921H-F20 at panel 1H11*pNL-623. Fuse 1921H ~20 is

physically congested on the output side and accessibility is very
1imited. Inst ead of 1if ting the out put side, the technician
elected to lift the lead on the input side (power supply side). ,

There was no guidance or warnings provided in the procedure
specifying to which side of the fuse the recorder channel should
be connected. When he loosened the terminal screw to connect the
lug for the recorder connection, oower was momentarily
interrupted to the logic circuitry supplied by fuse F22, which is
located downstream of F20. Interrupting the power to F22
resulted in the initiation of the RBSVS/CRAC "B" side and a
Reactor Building Normal Ventilation Systec (RBNVS) isolation. In
addition, a partial (NSSSS) isolation signal was initiated,

causing some Main Steam Line Drain Valves and Residual Heat
Removal samole line valves to lose control power and causing
them to fail in their present position. This caused the Reactor
Building differential cressure to droo below 0. 3 inches water
(setpoints for RBSVS/CRAC initiation), initisting RBSVS/CRAC "A
side. Upon receipt of these signals in the Control Room, the
coerators notified the techinician of the situation and the test
was stopped. The operators then took the steos recuired to
reset the NSSSS isolation logic, clear the RBSVS/CRAC initiation
signal and restart the RBNVS.

There was no safety significance to the event. All plant systems
oparated as designed. No ECCS systems were thallenged or reouired
for the event. Ooerators carried out all required actions.
Plant Management was notified of t.he event ano the NRC was
notified at 1114 per 10CFR50.72.
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To prevent recurrence, the following corrective action. has or
will be taken;

1) The procedure (SP44.621.05) was reviewed to determine if this*

potential problem existed elsewhere in the procedure. Threeother problems were found. The procedure was revised to add
caution statements to ensure that the terminal screws are lifted
on the load side of the fuses and not the power supply side.
2) The above concern was added to Idr's checklist which is used
during the periodic review cycle of surveillance procedures.
3) . The incident was discussed with all I&C personnel, to alertthem to the problem, and to direct them to consider all
consecuences before lifting leads or placing jumpers.
4) The report describing the incident will become required
reading for all I&C technicians, supervisors and foremen.
5) An Engineering request has been submitted to suggest the
design, approval and use of a new terminal screw which will
facilitate the type of testing described in this report.
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On February 10, 1986 at 1545, the Radiochemistry Section
determined that a Technical Soeci ficat ion Surveillance Activity
had not been performed prior to its extension date, as set by the
Technical Specifications. The Plant was in Operational Condition
5 with the mode switch in Shutdown for an outage and all rods
inserted in the core. Surveillance Activity 4.11.2.1.2-1(A)
requires that, on a monthly basis at all times, a grab samole be
talen from the off gas system (PNL-65) and analyzed for orincipal
gamma emitters. Station Procecure 74.020.20 is used to satisfy
this recuirement. The surveillance activity expired at 0945 on
February 10, 1986. On February 7, 1986 the SAWS (Surveillance
Activity Worksheet) and procedure were released for work by the
Wa'ch Engineer and forwarded to the Radiochemistry Lab foreman..

For urrelated reaconc, the Lab foreman was relieved of his duties
,on this day an'd an interim Lab foreman was appointed. Because of

an insufficient turnover period, the surveillance package was
misplaced. The new Lab foreman was unaware of the surveillance
requirement and did not discover the missed performance until
approximately 1545, after the surveillance activity had expired.
At this time, the surveillance was immediabely oerformed. Plant
Management was notified of the event and the f4RC was not ified at
1710 per 10CFR50.72. This was an isolated incident and no
further corrective action was warranted.
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On February 10, 1986 at 15'65, the Radiochemistry Sectiondetermined that a Technical Specification Surveillance Activityhad not been performed prior its extension date, as set by the' TecMbical Soecification. The Plant was in Operational Condition
5 with the mode switch in Shutdown for an outage and all rods
inserted in the core.

Surveillance Activity 4.11.2.1.2-1(A) requires that, on a monthly
basis at a_ll times, a grab sample be taken from the off-gassystem (PNL-65) and analyzed for principal gamraa emitters.This Technical Specification requirement is satisfied by theperformance of Station procedure 74.020.20. The surveillanceactivity expired at 0945 on February 10, 1986. On February 7,1986 the SAWS (Surveillance Activity Worksheet) and procedurewere released for work by the Watch Engineer and forwarded tothe Radiochemistry Lab foreman. For unrelated reasons, the Labforeman was relieved of his duties on this day and an interim Lab
foreman- was appointed. Because of an insufficient turnoverperiod, the surveillance package was misplaced.
The new Lab foreman was unaware of the surveillance reouirementand did not discover the missed performance until approximately1545, after the surveillance activity had expired. At thistime, the surveillance was immediately performed.

-There was no safety significance to the event. The air from theoff gas system is continuously monitored by panel 65A and B fornoble gas activity and exhm ts into the station vent (whichcontinuously monitors noble . .ses, particulates and iodines).Plant Management was notified of the event and the NRC was
.

notified at 1710 per ICCFR50.72.

This was an isolated incident and no further corrective actionwas warranted.
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March 7,1986 PM-86-048

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Sir:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73, enclosed is a copy of Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station Unit l's Licensee Event Reports 86-005 and
86-006.

Sincerely yours,
.

#

William E'. teiger, Jr.
Plant Manager

WES/rg

. Enclosure

ec: Dr. Thomas E. Murley, Regional Administ eat or
John Berry, Senior Resident Inspector
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, Records Center
American Nuclear Insurers
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